A. LSF shelf check questions – dependent on permission from Danuta

1. In the year range 1919-1931, how many physical volumes exist at LSF for the gazette *al-ʿAṣimah*?
2. What is the average number of pages per volume?
3. What is the average number of issues bound in one volume?
4. How many physical volumes exist at LSF for the gazette *al-Jariḍah al-rasmiyyah*? for
   - the range 1931-1948
   - the range 1949-1974
5. What is the average number of pages per volume for
   - the range 1931-1948
   - the range 1949-1974

B. LSF requests for delivery to SML

1. *al-ʿAṣimah* (عاصمة (سورية))

Location: LSF
Call Number: KMU1.5 S975 Oversize

Please request 5 volumes between the years 1919 and 1931 to be delivered to SML for a) conservation treatment analysis by Preservation (Christine McCarthy), and b) shelf check by AMEEL team (Brian Distelberg)

2. *al-Jariḍah al-rasmiyyah* (الجريدة الرسمية (سورية))

Location: LSF
Call Number: KMU1.5 S975+ Oversize

Please request 5 volumes between the years 1948 and 1974 to be delivered to SML for a) conservation treatment analysis by Preservation (Christine McCarthy), and b) shelf check by AMEEL team (Brian Distelberg)

Questions for Preservation to consider:
1. Describe the type of conservation treatment needed on the sample volumes.
2. Give an estimate of time and cost to complete the conservation treatment.
3. Determine when volumes needing such conservation treatment would become available for scanning.
4. Decide whether volumes needing such conservation treatment must be scanned manually.